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Discussing a number of selected 
advances across the world, such as 
asteroid mining techniques, dark 

matter detection methods, bionic eye 
implants, artifical animals, 

revolutionary green technologies or 
self-driving cars, “TOMORROW’S 
WORLD” (now season 2!) walks us 

through exciting discoveries to 
understand how recent scientific 

innovations impact our daily lives and 
re-invent us as surely as we develop 

them.
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1/ METEORS
A NEW ELDORADO

Exploring and harvesting asteroids’ resources 
by using robotic spacecraft is no longer a fan-
tasy: indeed, a brand new space age is star-
ting. In a couple of years, landing on an aste-
roid to extract its abundant raw materials and 
bring it back to Earth to supply industries on 
land will be a reality. But what would it take? 

6/ THE CONNECTED 
MAN 

Having our shopping list sent by our fridge, 
or sending a blood report to a doctor in real 
time thanks to the implant of a microchip… 
Soon, it will no longer be science-fiction. For 
some years, connected devices have been in-
terfering in our lives. The dream of a smart 
environment able to help us in our daily life 
is slightly coming true… But to what extent 
are we going to be connected? What will be 
the price to pay for this increased comfort?

4/ CLIMATE CHANGE 
IN THE 22ND 

CENTURY
Up to 4.8°C increase in temperature by 2100, 
is the last projection made by the 800 in-
ternational researchers of the IPCC (Inter-
governmental Panel on Climate Change).
Sea level  rise, populations shifts, increased 
intensity and frequency of storms and rain 
events, greater desertification in certain areas, 
food insecurity, ecosystem disturbances... A 
travel through time to understand what will be 
the face of our planet in less than a century.

9/ GREEN TECH, 
CLEANING 

UP THE PLANET 
Fumes, factory smokes, pesticides, heavy metals, 
toxic wastes…Today, water, air and soils of our 
planet suffocate. Almost everywhere, polluting 
products wipe out biodiversity and threaten our 
health. How can we cope with this mass pollu-
tion? In the world, specialists try to elaborate in-
novative processes to decontaminate the Earth. 

5/ THE UNIVERSE : 
FACING THE INVISIBLE 
The discovery of the Higgs particle or the de-
tection of the first “big bang echo”… are exa-
mples of the extraordinary discoveries that are 
made every year. Despite extraordinary disco-
veries every year, numerous mysteries still re-
main about the Universe. How was it created 
and how big is it? What is it made of? When 
is it going to disappear? What is dark mat-
ter made of ? Thanks to the immense ad-
vances of space research, in a few decades, 
all these questions might be answered… 

10/ AGRICULTURE 2.0 
Featherless chickens which better resist to heat, 
less water-consuming vegetables, vegetarian 
trouts, scanning weeds with robots, examining 
cows thanks to 3D cameras or even mapping 
zones which require fertilizer with drones… Soon, 
technology will interfere in farms and could re-
volutionize agriculture. All these projects aim 
at solving a major ambition: producing more 
while consuming less, to be able to answer the 
continuously growing demand of populations.

2/ THE FUTURE 
OF MOBILITY 

Suspension railways, flying cars, electric pla-
nes, evacuated tube transport….Engineers 
and designers are working on safer, faster and 
more energy-saving projects of revolutiona-
ry transportation means, which could deeply 
change our way of travelling in the near future. 

7/ THE ANIMATS, 
APPEARING SPECIES

From the rat to the dragonfly, including snakes, 
flies, bees or salamanders, numerous animals 
now have their mechanical doppelgangers. 
They are the Animats, a.k.a artificial animals. 
But are these robots as skilled and performing 
as their shaggy and feathered homologs? Are 
they able to adapt to new situations and to 
learn from their mistakes? And how can we use 
them in the civil as well as in the military fields?

3/ PLASTIC RECYCLING: 
WORTH ITS WEIGHT IN 

GOLD
280 M. tons of plastic are produced in the 
world each year, but only 20% of them are 
recycled today. What can we do with the bil-
lion cubic meters of plastic which are left, pil-
ling up in the rubbish tips all around the wor-
ld, to end up in the ocean? Eliminating these 
polluting wastes has become a major issue of 
our modern society, and instead of destroying 
them, some specialists actually try to recover 
them, such as plastic which value is surging.

8/ MAN REPAIRED
In February 2013, the American Drug Adminis-
tration approved the placing on the market of the 
first bionic eye, already transplanted on a sixtyi-
sh of blind persons in the world. In December of 
that same year, an autonomous artificial heart 
was implanted in the chest of a patient suffering 
from late-stage heart failure. Then, in Februa-
ry 2014, a man amputated of a hand got his 
sense of touch back thanks to an experimental 
prosthesis linked to the nerves of his arm. Lately, 
prosthesis and high-tech implants have multi-
plied, replacing failing organs and limbs. Swift 
technological advances let us consider the advent 
of “machine-bodies” that we could change the 
pieces of, to fight against disease, accident or 
ageing. In the future, will medicine be able to 
fix men regardless of their pathology? Is tomor-
row’s man going to be half human, half robot?


